The data are held in a public repository at DOI: [10.17605/OSF.IO/8CWFZ](https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/8CWFZ).

Introduction {#sec001}
============

As with spatial attention, temporal attention can be endogenous or exogenous \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref001]; [@pone.0231200.ref002]; [@pone.0231200.ref003]; [@pone.0231200.ref004]\]. Several studies demonstrated that rhythms can entrain exogenous temporal attention \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref001]; [@pone.0231200.ref005]; [@pone.0231200.ref006]; [@pone.0231200.ref007], for a recent review see [@pone.0231200.ref008]\]. Typically, a rhythm with a fixed inter-onset interval (IOI, the interval between the onset of one stimulus to the onset of the following stimulus) precedes target presentation, and the critical IOI (the last IOI prior to target onset) could have one of several durations. When the critical IOI matches the preceding IOIs of the rhythm (i.e., it is in-phase with the rhythm), performance improves in terms of accuracy and/or response time (RT), in comparison to a too short or too long critical IOI (i.e., IOIs that are out of phase with the rhythm). Rhythm effects were found for various tasks including pitch-judgment task \[[@pone.0231200.ref001]\], detection task \[[@pone.0231200.ref003]; [@pone.0231200.ref005]; [@pone.0231200.ref007]\], and perceptual discrimination \[[@pone.0231200.ref009]\]. Critically, these effects were found even when the rhythm did not predict target onset (i.e., target onset could equally likely follow all possible critical IOIs). These results suggest that these rhythm effects reflect exogenous attention allocation to the specific point in time that matches the rhythm's IOI \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref001]; [@pone.0231200.ref005]; [@pone.0231200.ref010]; [@pone.0231200.ref011]; [@pone.0231200.ref012]\]. Based on such rhythm effects, the dynamic attending theory (DAT) suggests that the behavioral entrainment to a rhythm is due to entrainment of internal oscillators to external rhythms. This then leads to a narrower attentional focus with regular (isochronous) rhythms than with irregular (asynchronous) rhythms \[[@pone.0231200.ref001]\]. In this study, we examined which mechanisms underlie the typical performance improvement that is observed when attention is entrained by a rhythm.

To that end, we employed a continuous-report task in which participants are asked to reproduce the orientation of the target by adjusting a probe's orientation. Thus far, only discrete-report tasks were used to examine rhythm-induced attention. With these tasks, the observer is typically required to decide between two alternative responses (e.g., indicate whether the target's orientation was upright or inverted). Unlike discrete-report tasks, with a continuous-report task, the observer is typically asked to reproduce one of the target's features as close as possible on a continuous scale. For instance, the observer is asked to rotate a probe line to assume an orientation that is as close as possible to the target's orientation ([Fig 1](#pone.0231200.g001){ref-type="fig"}). In this case, the measure of performance for a given trial is the difference in degrees between the orientation of the target and that reproduced by the observer (e.g., if the target's orientation was 60° and the observer rotated the probe to an orientation of 80°, the error measured in this trial is +20°). Although the two task types are closely linked, measurements of continuous response reflect a continuum of answers on a specific scale that is sensitive to a behavior that is driven by a less-than-optimal target representation, because one has the option to generate a partial (estimated) answer rather than choose between limited options. Moreover, combining this task with a mixture model, as detailed below, allows us to better understand the processes underling the observed effect, rather than merely report its existence.

![(a) A schematic example of a trial in Experiment 1. A rhythm (in this example it is a regular rhythm with a fixed IOI) precedes the visual target, which appears after one of 3 critical IOIs (early IOI-250ms, in-phase IOI- 450ms, or late IOI- 650ms). (b) A schematic description of the different rhythm types.](pone.0231200.g001){#pone.0231200.g001}

The most commonly used model to analyze continuous-report data is the mixture model \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref013]; [@pone.0231200.ref014]; [@pone.0231200.ref015]\]. It was originally used in the context of visual short-term memory \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref015]\], but it is also useful for studies of visual perception \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref016]; [@pone.0231200.ref017]; [@pone.0231200.ref018]; [@pone.0231200.ref019]; [@pone.0231200.ref020]\]. According to the standard mixture model, the overall error distribution reflects the combination of two distributions: A Gaussian distribution and a uniform distribution. The Gaussian distribution is centered around the orientation of the target (i.e., error = 0), and it is the distribution of errors that are the result of less than perfect target representation. The uniform distribution is a distribution of errors that are the result of pure guessing (i.e., when the reproduction of all line orientations is equally probable). The combination of these two distributions generates a mixture distribution with three parameters: (1) the width of the Gaussian distribution (*SD*). This parameter reflects the error variance of trials in which the target was at least partially perceived. It conveys the precision of the encoding process, or the precision of the representation \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref016]; [@pone.0231200.ref020]\]; the smaller the *SD* the higher the encoding precision. (2) The height of the uniform distribution (*g*). This parameter indicates the guessing rate (i.e., it reflects the proportion of trials, out of the total number of trials, in which the participant provided a random response. For example, if *g* = 0.2 this means that on 20% of the trials the error is due to guessing). The larger the *g* the higher the guessing rate \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref016]; [@pone.0231200.ref020]\]. Thus, from now on we refer to the *g* parameter as the guessing rate. (3) The mean of the Gaussian distribution (*μ*). This parameter reflects potential biases. If the Gaussian distribution of errors is indeed centered around 0 (*μ* = 0) this suggests that there is no bias. Because our experiments included no source for bias, nor did we find any evidence that indicates a bias in target reproduction (see [Results](#sec007){ref-type="sec"} section), we did not include this factor in our final analysis, thereby reducing the number of free parameters. The model we used is summarized with the following equation that includes two free parameters \[[@pone.0231200.ref015]\]: $$p\left( \theta \right) = \left( {1 - g} \right)f\left( \theta \right)\sigma + g/360$$ where *θ* is the value of the estimation error, *g* is the proportion of trials in which participants are randomly guessing, *f(θ)σ* is the von Mises distribution (the circular analogue of the Gaussian distribution) with mean of zero and *σ* standard deviation (*SD*).

To take advantage of the continuous-report task to gain better understanding of rhythm-induced attention, we combined this task with auditory rhythms. We chose to employ auditory rather than visual rhythms because previous studies found stronger entraining qualities for auditory rhythms over visual rhythms \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref021]; [@pone.0231200.ref022]\]. Critically, previous studies also showed that rhythm-induced attentional effects are not limited to a unimodal design \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref023]; [@pone.0231200.ref024]; [@pone.0231200.ref025]\]. For example, in Miller, Carlson, and McAuley's study \[[@pone.0231200.ref026]\], a visual target followed an auditory rhythm, and was either in-phase or out of phase with the rhythm. They found that saccade latency to the visual target was reduced and discrimination accuracy increased when target onset was in-phase with the preceding auditory rhythm. Thus, at the beginning of each trial in our study, the participants heard an auditory sequence of beeps that was either regular (i.e., the beeps were separated by a fixed IOI--an isochronous rhythm) or irregular (i.e., the beeps were separated by randomly varying IOIs--an asynchronous rhythm). The rhythm was followed by a briefly presented target, which was a line with a random orientation presented inside a circle. Importantly, the target could appear after several possible critical IOIs, of which only one was in-phase with the preceding rhythm. The participants were then asked to rotate a probe in order to reproduce the target's orientation ([Fig 1](#pone.0231200.g001){ref-type="fig"}). We measured the error score as the difference between the actual orientation of the target and the orientation generated by the participant. This error score ranged between 0° (perfect reproduction) and ±180°. Analyzing the error data with the mixture model allowed us to test whether rhythm entrainment can affect the quality of the perceptual representation of the target (*SD*), the guessing rate (*g*), or both. Thus, if the regular rhythm can indeed entrain temporal attention, thereby affecting perceptual processing, we should find higher quality of representation and/or lower guessing rate when the target is in-phase with the regular rhythm in comparison to trials in which the target is out of phase or trials in which the target follows an irregular rhythm. Thus, by using a continuous-report task and mixture-model analysis, we can gain better understanding of how rhythms may shape our perception.

Experiment 1 {#sec002}
============

Method {#sec003}
------

### Participants {#sec004}

A total of 23 students from the University of Haifa participated in the experiment. Three participants were excluded from the final analysis because with their data the modeling procedure failed to converge (i.e., the algorithm could not find parameters that produced a good fit, likely due to too noisy data, and because these parameters are the dependent variables on which the analyses are conducted, we had to exclude these participants). One participant was excluded because her guessing rate was above 50%. Thus, the final analysis was performed on 19 participants. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision, normal audition, and no history of neurological or psychiatric disorder. All participants were naive to the purpose of the study. We chose this number of participants based on the average number of participants in studies of rhythm entrainment \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref023]; [@pone.0231200.ref027]\]. Furthermore, we calculated the sample size required in order to observe a significant rhythm effect. We conducted a power analysis with G\*Power \[[@pone.0231200.ref028]\], using an alpha of 0.05, power of 0.95, and the effect size found in two other rhythm studies \[5, dz = 0.51; 7, dz = 0.61\]. We found that the minimum sample size required is fourteen and sixteen, respectively, and because our study involved a continuous measurement a slightly higher sample size seemed desirable. This study adhered to the Declaration of Helsinki. All experiments were approved by the ethics committee of the University of Haifa (293/15). All observers signed a consent form.

### Stimuli, apparatus {#sec005}

The experiment was conducted in a dimmed room. The beeps (500 Hz, 60dB) were presented via an Over-Ear headphone. Visual stimuli were presented at the center of a 17-in CRT screen (ViewSonic G75f, with 100 Hz refresh rate) on a gray background (RGB = 128 128 128, viewing distance = 57 cm). The visual target was a line (1° of visual angle) with a random orientation presented within a circle (radius = 1°). The target's luminance was individually adjusted with a staircase procedure during the practice phase to allow \~80% accuracy (range: RGB 46 46 46---RGB 120 120 120). The mask was a static random-dots square (2.6°). The probe was similar to the target but with a different luminance \[RGB 0 0 0\] and a randomly chosen orientation. Stimuli presentation and response acquisition were handled using the Psychophysics toolbox \[[@pone.0231200.ref029]\] for MATLAB (version 7.5.0, Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts).

### Procedure {#sec006}

At the beginning of each trial, the participants watched a fixation mark at the center of the screen and heard a pattern of seven identical beeps, each presented for 50ms, in a regular or irregular rhythmic structure, mixed randomly within a block. In the regular rhythm, the beeps were separated by a fixed IOI of 450ms. In the irregular rhythm, the following IOIs-- 200ms, 230ms, 450ms, 500ms, 570ms, 750ms--were randomly permutated on each trial (total duration equals that of the regular rhythm). The rhythm was followed by a briefly (50ms) presented target that replaced the fixation mark. Critically, the target appeared after one of the following critical IOIs with equal probability-- 250ms, 450ms, 650ms. The critical IOI of 450ms was in-phase with the regular rhythm, and the other critical IOIs were out of phase (too early - 250ms or too late - 650ms). The target was followed by a mask that lasted for 400ms, and it was replaced by the probe. The participants were instructed to rotate the probe (by pressing the left and right arrow keys) to reproduce the target's orientation as close as possible. No additional instructions were given regarding the preceding rhythm to ensure that any attentional effects that may emerge will be purely exogenous. When satisfied with their decision, participants pressed the upper arrow key and the next trial started. The experiment lasted for approximately 90 minutes and included 450 trials: 120 trials for each critical IOI + 90 (20%) catch trials in which no target was presented to minimize the 'foreperiod' effect--improved performance with longer critical IOIs \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref007]\]. This effect is common when different critical IOIs are mixed within a block, and it is presumably due to the fact that expectancy builds up as time elapses \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref030]\]. Participants pressed the letter "N" to report that no target appeared. They were allowed to take a short break every 108 trials. After each block, participants received feedback about their performance describing the percentage of trials in the preceding block, in which precision was 'high' (defined as orientation reproduction with a lower than ±10° difference from the target's orientation).

Results and discussion {#sec007}
----------------------

We used the Memtoolbox \[[@pone.0231200.ref031]\] to fit each observer's responses with the standard mixture model that includes 2 parameters--the *SD* of the Gaussian distribution and the height of the uniform distribution (*g*) as detailed in [Eq 1](#pone.0231200.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}. We chose the model with 2 parameters because there was no theoretical reason to expect a consistent bias. We nevertheless used 3 criteria (Akaike Information Criterion---AIC, corrected Akaike Information Criterion---AICc, Bayesian Information Criterion---BIC) to test which model fits the data better, the standard mixture model with bias, which includes 3 parameters, or the standard mixture model without bias, which includes only 2 parameters. All 3 tests favored the model without bias. The fit of the model, with the 2 parameters, to the data can be seen in [Fig 2](#pone.0231200.g002){ref-type="fig"}. We then extracted these parameters for each participant and analyzed them using a repeated-measures two-way (rhythm type, critical IOI) analysis of variance (ANOVA). These analyses revealed a marginally significant main effect of critical IOI on guessing rate (F(2,36) = 3.26, p = 0.0501, *ƞ*~p~^2^ = 0.15); guessing rate was lower with longer critical IOIs ([Fig 3](#pone.0231200.g003){ref-type="fig"}). As mentioned above, this 'foreperiod effect' is common when different critical IOIs are mixed within a block, and it is presumably due to the fact that expectancy builds up as time elapses \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref030]\]. We attempted to minimize this effect by incorporating catch trials \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref007]\], but it was, nevertheless, present in our study. All other effects (with guessing rate or *SD*) did not reach statistical significance.

![Mean error distributions (gray bars) and mixture model fits (green line) as a function of rhythm type and critical IOI in Experiment 1.\
Each panel corresponds to a different critical IOI in the regular and irregular rhythm conditions. Model fits were generated by using the model's parameters averaged across participants. These histograms were generated for visualization purpose only; the statistical analyses were performed based on fitting the model to individual data.](pone.0231200.g002){#pone.0231200.g002}

![(a) Guessing rate (*g*) and (b) *SD* as a function of the different critical IOIs in the regular and irregular rhythm conditions in Experiment 1. The in-phase critical IOI is 450ms. Error bars represent 1 Standard Error of the Mean (SEM).](pone.0231200.g003){#pone.0231200.g003}

The lack of effects that involve the rhythm manipulation, and particularly the lack of a significant rhythm x IOI interaction did not match our expectations, nor do these findings match previous studies demonstrating rhythm effects \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref004]; [@pone.0231200.ref005]; [@pone.0231200.ref007]\]. Perhaps these results are due to the mixed design employed here, in which rhythm type varied randomly within a block. Indeed, many of the studies who found involuntary attentional entrainment to rhythms used a blocked design \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref005]; [@pone.0231200.ref032]; [@pone.0231200.ref033]; [@pone.0231200.ref034]\], and we found in a recent study \[[@pone.0231200.ref035]\] that a blocked design was required for the emergence of a rhythm effect. This possibility is tested in Experiment 2.

Experiment 2 {#sec008}
============

Method {#sec009}
------

### Participant {#sec010}

A total of 18 students from the University of Haifa performed the experiment. One participant was excluded because her guessing rate was above 50%. The final analysis was performed on 17 participants. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision, normal audition, no history of neurological or psychiatric disorder, and all were naive to the purpose of the study.

### Stimuli, apparatus and procedure {#sec011}

This experiment was similar to Experiment 1 with the following changes. We employed a blocked design that included 4 blocks (120 trials per block of which 25% were catch trials). We also used different IOIs that are closer to the average spontaneous tapping rate, thus potentially making entrainment easier. For example, Hove et al. \[[@pone.0231200.ref036]\] found tapping synchronization was more stable with the slow tempo (600ms) than with the fast tempo (400ms). In the regular rhythm blocks, the beeps were separated by a fixed 650ms IOI. In the irregular rhythm blocks, we used a random permutation of the following IOIs: 100ms, 300ms, 500ms, 800ms, 900ms, 1300ms (total duration equaled that of the regular rhythm). We also changed the critical IOIs to 250ms (too early), 650ms (in-phase) and 1050ms (too late). All critical IOIs in both conditions were presented with equal probability and mixed within blocks. We increased the differences between the different critical IOIs because with larger differences it might be easier to observe attentional benefits that are due to rhythm entrainment. We also increased the amount of catch trials (25% instead of 20%, as in Experiment 1), in an attempt to minimize the foreperiod effect. Thus, overall the experiment included 480 trials:120 for each critical IOI + 120 catch trials. Finally, we presented an additional 8^th^ beep simultaneously with the target. We assumed that by increasing the number of beeps and linking the target to the contextual rhythm, the entrainment to the rhythm may better manifest itself. Block order was counterbalanced across participants.

Results and discussion {#sec012}
----------------------

The analyses were similar to Experiment 1. The fit of the model to the data is presented in [Fig 4](#pone.0231200.g004){ref-type="fig"}. These analyses revealed a significant main effect of critical IOI on guessing rate (F(2,32) = 5.57, p = 0.0084, *ƞ*~p~^2^ = 0.26) but not on *SD* (F = 2.02, p = 0.1499). As in Experiment 1, the guessing rate was lower for longer IOIs ([Fig 5](#pone.0231200.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, increasing the percentage of catch trials to 25% did not eliminate the foreperiod effect. Importantly, when the type of rhythm was fixed within a block, we found a significant main effect of rhythm type with both guessing rate (F(1,16) = 8.22, p = 0.0112, *ƞ*~p~^2^ = 0.34), and *SD* (F(1,16) = 5.075, p = 0.0388 *ƞ*~p~^2^ = 0.24). Specifically, lower guessing rate and higher representation quality (lower *SD*) were found for targets that appeared after a regular than irregular rhythms. This general effect of rhythm across critical IOIs likely reflects general increase in alertness, as discussed in more details in the General Discussion section.

![**Mean error distributions (gray bars) and mixture model fits (green line) as a function of rhythm type and critical IOI in Experiment 2.** Each panel corresponds to a different critical IOI value in the regular and irregular rhythm conditions. Model fits were generated by using the model's parameters averaged across participants. These histograms were generated for visualization purpose only; the statistical analyses were performed based on fitting the model to individual data.](pone.0231200.g004){#pone.0231200.g004}

![(a) Guessing rate (*g*) and (b) *SD* as a function of the different critical IOIs in the regular and irregular conditions in Experiment 2. The in-phase IOI is 650ms. Error bars represent 1 SEM.](pone.0231200.g005){#pone.0231200.g005}

The critical IOI x rhythm type interaction was not significant with both guessing rate (F\<1) and *SD* (F\<1). Thus, employing a blocked design did not provide evidence for a specific attentional allocation to the point in time that was in-phase with the rhythm. Could this lack of a specific effect stem from the fact that the in-phase critical IOI was also the average critical IOI? Perhaps the participants developed some temporal expectations regarding this average regardless of rhythm type. It is widely accepted that the ability to extract statistical regularities from the sensory input is a fundamental cognitive ability \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref037]--[@pone.0231200.ref041]\]. Thus, it is possible that our participants extracted the mean IOI across all trials, and accordingly developed an expectation that the target will follow this averaged IOI. Alternatively, the current results reflect a mixture of the rhythm entrainment and foreperiod effects that is hard to disentangle with 3 values of critical IOI. In Experiment 3 we avoid these obstacles by employing 4 critical IOIs and ensuring that the in-phase critical IOI is different from the average critical IOI.

Experiment 3 {#sec013}
============

Method {#sec014}
------

### Participants {#sec015}

A total of 25 students from the University of Haifa performed the experiment. Five participants were excluded due to model failure to converge. The final analysis included a total of 20 participants. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision, normal audition, no history of neurological or psychiatric disorder, and all were naive to the purpose of the study.

### Stimuli, apparatus and procedure {#sec016}

This experiment was similar to Experiment 2 (including a blocked design) except for the following changes. In this experiment all trials included a target. This change was introduced because we found in Experiments 1 and 2 that the catch trials did not eliminate the foreperiod effect, and because we wanted to include 4 critical IOIs without having to reduce the number of trials per critical IOI. Instead of the catch trials, we relied on the presence of the irregular condition as a control for the foreperiod effect \[[@pone.0231200.ref006]\]. The critical IOIs were: 200ms (too early), 650ms (in-phase), 950ms (too late) and 2050ms (too late). The irregular rhythm blocks included a random permutation of the following IOIs: 100ms, 300ms, 500ms, 800ms, 900ms, 1300ms (total duration equals that of the regular rhythm). Overall the experiment included 480 trials-- 120 trials for each critical IOI.

Results and discussion {#sec017}
----------------------

The statistical analyses were similar to Experiments 1 and 2. The fit of the model to the data can be seen in [Fig 6](#pone.0231200.g006){ref-type="fig"}. These analyses revealed a significant main effect of critical IOI on guessing rate (F(3,57) = 19.858, p\<0.0001, *ƞ*~p~^2^ = 0.51) but not on *SD* (F\<1). As was found for Experiments 1 and 2, guessing rate was lower with longer critical IOIs ([Fig 7](#pone.0231200.g007){ref-type="fig"}). This foreperiod effect was particularly large (effect size: *ƞ*~p~^2^ = 0.15, 0.26, 0.51 in Experiments 1--3 respectively), which is expected given that in this experiment there were no catch trials. Also similar to Experiment 2, we found a main effect of rhythm type on guessing rate (F(1,19) = 18.04, p = 0.0004, *ƞ*~p~^2^ = 0.49), but not on *SD* (F\<1). Specifically, when the targets appeared after a regular rhythm the guessing rate was lower than when they appeared after an irregular rhythm. As mentioned above, we believe this general effect of rhythm reflects general increase in alertness, and we further discuss this in the General Discussion section.

![**Mean error distributions (gray bars) and mixture model fits (green line) as a function of rhythm type and critical IOI in Experiment 3.** Each panel corresponds to a different critical IOI value in the regular and irregular rhythm conditions. Model fits were generated by using the model's parameters averaged across participants. These histograms were generated for visualization purpose only; the statistical analyses were performed based on fitting the model to individual data.](pone.0231200.g006){#pone.0231200.g006}

![(a) Guessing rate (*g*) and (b) *SD* as a function of the critical IOIs in the regular and irregular conditions of Experiment 3. The in-phase IOI is 650ms. Error bars represent 1 SEM.](pone.0231200.g007){#pone.0231200.g007}

The IOI x rhythm interaction was not significant with guessing rate (F = 1.5, p = 0.218, *ƞ*~p~^2^ = 0.07), suggesting that the regular rhythm did not have a specific effect on guessing rate, but the interaction was significant with *SD* (F(3,57) = 4.07, p = 0.011, *ƞ*~p~^2^ = 0.18). However, the pattern of this interaction is different from the one expected given previous demonstrations of rhythm-induced attention \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref004]; [@pone.0231200.ref005]; [@pone.0231200.ref007]\]. That is, if the regular rhythm entrains attention to the specific points in time that match the rhythm, the quality of representation should be higher (*SD* should be smaller) for targets that follow the in-phase critical IOI with the regular rhythm in comparison to the other critical IOIs of this rhythm condition and particularly in comparison to the corresponding critical IOI (650ms) of the irregular rhythm. Instead, we found that the quality of representation was higher (*SD* was smaller) in the regular than irregular rhythm condition with the longest critical IOI, but was lower for the shortest critical IOI. Moreover, post-hoc analyses with Bonferroni correction showed that the only pairwise comparison that reached statistical significance was the difference in *SD* between the shortest and longest critical IOIs of the regular rhythm (p = 0.04). Thus, clearly, this pattern of interaction does not reflect a specific attentional allocation to the in-phase point in time.

General discussion {#sec018}
==================

In this study, we explored the processes underlying rhythm-induced exogenous temporal attention. In all experiments, target presentation was preceded by a sequence of auditory beeps separated by a fixed IOI in the regular rhythm condition or by variable IOIs in the irregular condition. Importantly, the 'critical' interval between the last beep and the target was chosen randomly from several possible IOIs, of which only one was in-phase with the regular rhythm. The target was followed by a probe, and the participants were asked to rotate it to reproduce the target's orientation. Using a mixture-model analysis, we examined whether rhythm-induced attention influenced the quality of the target's representation and/or the guessing rate. In Experiment 1 rhythm type varied within a block, and no effect of attention emerged. In contrast, in Experiments 2 and 3, rhythm type was fixed within a block, and here rhythm effects did emerge. This finding suggests that a blocked designed is preferable for the emergence of rhythm-induced attention, and it is consistent with the fact that most of the studies that demonstrated rhythm-induced attentional effects indeed used a blocked design \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref004]; [@pone.0231200.ref005]; [@pone.0231200.ref035]\]. Perhaps with a mixed design there is a high degree of uncertainty regarding the temporal structure of a trial, and this obscures any effects that are related to this temporal structure. The rhythm effects that were found in Experiments 2 and 3, were mostly manifested as a general reduction in guessing rate. That is, in both experiments, trials on which the target appeared after the regular rhythm, led to lower guessing rate in comparison to the irregular rhythm. Yet, this effect was found with all critical IOIs, regardless of whether or not they were in-phase with the rhythm. This general effect of rhythm likely reflects increased alertness \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref042]\]. That is, the regular rhythm might have induced automatic arousal increase, which can occur independently of temporal expectations regarding a specific point in time \[for a discussion of temporal orienting vs. alertness see [@pone.0231200.ref043]\]. For example, Hackley et al. \[[@pone.0231200.ref044]\] found that alerting cutaneous stimuli reduced RTs even when participants knew in advance exactly when the task-relevant visual stimulus would appear. This finding suggests that the alerting rhythm generated a bottom-up alertness increase that is different from the top-down temporal expectations. The two mechanisms are also mediated by different brain areas \[[@pone.0231200.ref044]\]. Phasic arousal seems to reduce the threshold for response selection within a circuit involving the supramarginal gyrus. Temporal expectancy, on the other hand, was mediated by the executive control areas, as well as the right frontal pole and the left middle temporal gyrus. In spatial attention, Matthias et al. \[[@pone.0231200.ref045]\] also found that phasic alerting could shift spatial distribution of attentional weighting and increase processing speed. In another study, phasic alertness was linked to increased conscious perception as a response to an auditory alerting cue, both objectively and subjectively \[[@pone.0231200.ref046]\]. Finally, in a recent study conducted in our lab, we found very similar results \[[@pone.0231200.ref035]\]. In that study, we have examined whether a familiar rhythm can serve as a hybrid cue (top-down--bottom-up) for temporal attention. Target presentation was preceded by a non-predictive familiar, regular or irregular rhythm, and the participants performed a 2FAC orientation discrimination task. We found decreased RT in the familiar rhythm in comparison to the irregular rhythm, which was particularly pronounced with the critical IOI that was in-phase with the familiar rhythm. This finding suggests that familiar rhythms can direct attention to a specific point in time that matches the previously learned temporal structure of the rhythm. However, like the current study, we only found a general effect with the regular rhythm; the participants of that study responded faster to targets that appeared after the regular rather than irregular rhythms across all IOIs. Thus, this general effect of rhythm seems to be a robust effect.

The general performance improvement found with the regular rhythm may also be related to the degree of temporal uncertainty involved in the rhythm. As Lawrence and Klein \[[@pone.0231200.ref047]\] suggested, exogenous temporal attention should be studied in the absence of any contingency between the target and the cue. Yet, typical rhythm studies are contingent by nature, because often the rhythm precedes the target \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref003]; [@pone.0231200.ref005]; [@pone.0231200.ref035]\]. Given such contingency, it is possible that with the regular rhythm, the participants can better estimate the time of the offset of the last rhythmic cue which signifies the upcoming target onset. That is, participants may conceptualize the preceding rhythm and target onset as two separate temporal events, each with its own temporal uncertainty. The less uncertainty each event posits, the easier it is to segregate these two temporal events. In other words, although the rhythm did not predict the exact time of target onset, it enhanced the ability to temporally segregate the onset of the target from its preceding rhythm by increasing the ability of the participants to predict the time of target onset. Because the regular rhythm inherently involves less temporal uncertainty than the irregular rhythm, it might have allowed the participants to better estimate when the second temporal event (i.e., target onset) will occur. Importantly, because the current study employed a continuous-report task and a mixture-model analysis we could examined the mechanisms that underlie this general effect. Specifically, because general rhythm effect on the *SD* parameter were not consistent (were only found in Experiment 2), we cannot provide evidence in support of a mechanism that improves target representation. Instead, we found a robust general increase in the *g* parameter or the guessing rate, and because the guessing rate indicates the rate at which the target was not registered at all, Agaoglu et al. \[[@pone.0231200.ref016]\] suggested that this parameter reflects the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). We, therefore, can conclude that this general effect of rhythm is mediated by increased SNR.

Unlike the general effect of rhythm that was found in both experiments, we did not find, in any experiment, evidence for a specific attentional allocation to the point in time that was in-phase with the rhythm. In none of the experiments a rhythm x IOI interaction emerged for the guessing rate measurement, and although this interaction was significant for the quality of representation measurement (Experiment 3), the interaction pattern did not follow the pattern expected given an attentional allocation to the in-phase point in time. The lack of a specific advantage for the in-phase point in time with the regular rhythm was surprising given previous reports of such specific effects \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref001]; [@pone.0231200.ref003]; [@pone.0231200.ref005]\]. One may wonder whether the lack of a specific advantage was due to the cross-modal design we employed in this study (i.e., an auditory rhythm coupled with a visual target). However, as we indicated before, several previous studies have already demonstrated effects of rhythm-induced attention with a cross-modal design \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref023]; [@pone.0231200.ref024]; [@pone.0231200.ref025]; [@pone.0231200.ref026]\]. Still, such attentional effects may be less robust under cross-modal setting. That is, when the rhythm and the task-relevant target belong to different modalities, the emergence of rhythm induced effects may be more susceptible to methodological modifications \[[@pone.0231200.ref048]\]. A failure to replicate the specific performance enhancement for the point in time that is in-phase with an isochronous rhythm was recently reported by Bauer et al. \[[@pone.0231200.ref049]; see also [@pone.0231200.ref050]\], and as described above was also the case with a recent study we performed on isochronous and familiar rhythms \[[@pone.0231200.ref035]\]. Additionally, no evidence was found for reduced attention blink when the onset of the 'blinked' target matched the rhythm \[[@pone.0231200.ref051]\], nor did the presentation of a pseudoword near a rhythmic peak improved its later recognition \[[@pone.0231200.ref052]\]. Furthermore, some studies, which reported a specific rhythm-induced effect, used only one critical IOI--the in-phase critical IOI--and compared it to an irregular rhythm \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref009]; [@pone.0231200.ref027]\]. For example, in the study by Cutanda et al. \[[@pone.0231200.ref027]\] the participants responded faster to the target when it was preceded by a regular than an irregular rhythm, even with a dual task that involved working memory. This finding supports the automatic nature of rhythm entrainment. However, in their study there was only one critical IOI--the in-phase critical IOI, and therefore we cannot differentiate between a general and a specific rhythm effect. Another study \[[@pone.0231200.ref007]\] included several critical IOIs, but its rhythm-induced effect was not limited to the in-phase critical IOI and it did not include an irregular rhythm condition. Therefore, it is impossible to tell whether the advantage that was observed for the in-phase critical IOI was indeed unique to this critical IOI. Specifically, Sanabria et al. \[[@pone.0231200.ref007]\] used a fast (IOI-- 450ms) and a slow (IOI-- 950ms) regular non-predictive rhythms (Experiment 3). Their participants were asked to press a key as fast as possible when hearing a target tone. Although in the fast rhythm condition the participants were indeed fastest with the in-phase critical IOI (450ms), the same critical IOI also led to the fastest RT in the slow rhythm condition even though with this condition the expected IOI was 950ms. Furthermore, by not including an irregular condition the possibility of a general effect cannot be ruled out; it is possible that the regularity of the rhythm lowered RT across all IOIs. The De la Rosa et al. \[[@pone.0231200.ref053]\] study is also often cited as demonstrating a specific effect of rhythm-induced attention. However, that study did not include the in-phase critical IOI (550ms), but only a multiplication of the in-phase IOI (1100ms), and a similar facilitation in comparison to an irregular rhythm was found for both this and shorter critical IOIs (i.e., both 800ms and 1100ms). Thus, although we do not doubt that an isochronous rhythm can entrain attention to a specific point in time \[e.g., [@pone.0231200.ref001]; [@pone.0231200.ref003]; [@pone.0231200.ref005]\], such entrainment might be rather sensitive to methodological specificities.

To conclude, we found that guessing rate was lower with regular than irregular rhythms and that the quality of representation was not consistently affected by the rhythmic stimuli. These findings were limited to a block design and were found with all critical IOIs, not just the in-phase critical IOI. This lack of specificity in our study suggests that the rhythm effects found here reflect increased alertness that lowered overall signal-to-noise ratio.

10.1371/journal.pone.0231200.r001
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Reviewer \#1: The authors use a visual orientation task to test the role of temporal expectancies induced by a preceding rhythmic context. They also use a modelling technique to separate the contributions of guessing from the precision of the internal mental representation. In three experiments, the authors find no evidence for an enhancement for stimuli that conform to temporal expectancies. Instead, they report a more general effect of decreased guessing in a rhythmic (as opposed to irregular) context -- regardless of the timing of the target stimulus. I think this paper is a useful contribution to our understanding of temporal perception, particularly through using a different methodology which provides findings that converge with recent replication failures of temporal expectation profiles. However, I also think that the contribution of the paper could be improved by relating to more of the relevant literature. The Bauer et al. (2015) paper is a good start, but there are many more papers that directly speak to this issue (e.g., Barnes & Johnston, 2010; Bermeitinger & Frings, 2015; Hickok, Farahbod, & Saberi, 2015; Kunert & Jongman, 2017; Miller, Carlson, & McAuley, 2013; Morillon, Schroeder, & Wyart, 2014; Morillon, Schroeder, Wyart, & Arnal, 2016; Prince & Sopp, 2019) in addition to a helpful review (Haegens & Zion Golumbic, 2018). It also would be good form to point the reader to the seminal papers on Dynamic Attending Theory (e.g., Jones, 1976; Jones & Boltz, 1989; Large & Jones, 1999) rather than only the 2002 article. I encourage the authors to explore this literature and incorporate material they find relevant. Otherwise I only have minor comments as detailed below.

Abstract: specify participant N for each experiment.

Line 70: "the two tasks" -- did you mean "the two task types"?

Line 82: APA nitpick -- "while" and "since" are temporal terms, not conjunctions

Line 94: could you clarify what exactly you mean by the height of the distribution? How is this measured? Are there standard units you could refer to? I found this measure harder to grasp than the width (given that you specified it as SD).

Line 130: "data was" -- should be "were". Also, I'm a little uncomfortable with excluding data based on model convergence failure. Is there a more empirical performance-based measure that you can use to exclude data? Same issue for Experiment 3.

Line 173: delete "a" at end of line

Line 223: this is quite a different IOI than Experiment 1, and much closer to the average spontaneous tapping rate (thus potentially making entrainment easier). Might be worth adding some justification of this design choice.

Line 396: "examined" -- should be present tense
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Reviewer \#2: In this study, the authors investigated whether entrainment to rhythms can modulate the quality of sensory representation. This is a nicely written paper with interesting results. I do not have any comments on the proposed experiments or analysis.

However, I believe it is important for authors to complement their discussion with the following points:

1\) Can the task be influencing the results? As authors point out, the majority of results in entrainment use simple tasks, such as detection or discrimination tasks. Possibly, in the task authors used, the effect of entrainment can be smaller or even inexistent.

2\) Whether the task can be too hard or too easy. The pattern of results suggests that participants are performing the task very well, with SD around 13 degrees. Could that be a possible reason for the lack of effects?

Reviewer \#3: The current study investigated in three behavioural experiments, the influence of auditory rhythmic stimulation on visual perception. In all three experiments the authors compared the influence of a regular/irregular auditory sequence on visual target performance. While a blocked design employed in experiment 2 and 3 enhanced performance for rhythmic sequences, none of the three studies found an effect of in-phase target presentation.

Overall the methods are sound and the manuscript is well written. However, every so often there is a bit of clarification needed. Further, sometimes the motivation for the chosen parameters is not clear. Comments and suggestions are roughly listed in order of appearance within the manuscript

Major comments:

The introduction mainly focuses on attentional or neural entrainment studies in uni-modal, either auditory or visual, contexts. However, the task used in the current study is essentially a cross-modal task. It would be good to have some explicit motivation in the introduction for why an auditory rhythm should have an influence on visual target perception and in this study on visual working memory. Further, there are a few papers on cross-modal rhythms, which could be mentioned in the introduction, such as:

Miller et al., 2013: When What You Hear Influences When You See: Listening to an Auditory Rhythm Influences the Temporal Allocation of Visual Attention. Psychological Science, 24, 11-18.
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Barnhart, A.S. et al. (2018) Cross-modal attentional entrainment: Insights from magicians. Attention, Perception, Psychophysics. 80, 1240--1249.

p\. 9, line 198ff: "Perhaps these results are due to the mixed design employed here". This sentence is not entirely clear. First, the term mixed is a bit confounded with the mixed model used by the authors. Second, it is not mentioned in the procedure section of experiment 1 that the rhythmic and irregular trials were not presented in blocks and should be added. Further, it is not clear whether rhythmic and irregular trials were presented interleaved or whether they were randomly chosen within each block. If the latter is true, the analysis could be potentially redone on trials that were preceded by rhythmic/irregular trials (if 2 or more rhythmic trials were presented in a row), which could substantiate the claim of the authors that the results are due to the "mixed" design.

p\. 11, line 255: "Instead, we found that the regular rhythm improved the quality of representation of the out of phase targets, but not that of the in-phase targets". The authors admit that this result is a bit puzzling given the premise of attentional entrainment. As a possible explanation the authors suggest temporal expectation. First, the reasoning of their explanation is not entirely clear and should be spelled out more clearly. Second, another possible explanation might be that participants ignore input that is currently irrelevant (the rhythmic sequence) and focus solely on the critical IOIs. In that case the in-phase targets might be worse than the out of phase targets. See also:

Devergie, A., et al. (2010). Effect of rhythmic attention on the segregation of interleaved

melodies. J.Acoust.Soc.Am.128(1), EL1--EL7.

Rimmele, J., et al. (2012). Age-related changes in the use of regular patterns for auditory scene analysis. Hear.Res.289(1-2),98--107.

General discussion: as with the introduction it would be desirable that the authors discuss the results within a cross-modal context. It might be that the lack of in-phase behavioural enhancement is due to the fact that an auditory rhythm might not necessarily enhance visual perceptual performance per se.

Minor comments:

p\. 7, Procedure: What were the instructions for the participants (also for experiment 2 and 3)? Were the participants instructed to pay attention to the auditory streams and thus focus on the rhythmicity or were they instructed to focus on the visual task? Manipulating the attention to either the auditory or visual modality might have an impact on the results at hand.

p\. 7, line 144: which type of headphones were used?

p\. 7, line 147: "(1°)". Can the authors clarify that they mean 1° of visual angle?

p\. 7, line 158: "...by a fixed IOI of 450ms." Was there are specific reason for using 450ms? Previous studies mainly used 500ms or 600ms (Jones et al., 2002; Bauer et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2013).

p\. 8, line 168: "...540 trials of which 20% were catch trials...". It would be desirable to have the trial numbers for each critical IOI spelled out in the text. The same is true for experiment 2 and 3.

p\. 9, line 215: "A total of 18 students...". Can the authors clarify why they choose a smaller sample size as compared to experiment 1?

p\. 9, line 223: "a fixed 650ms IOI". Can the authors please clarify why they chose a different IOI and critical IOIs as compared to experiment 1? Makes it harder to compare the results from both studies.

p\. 12, Procedure: it is worth mentioning in the procedure section that the trials were again presented in blocks.

p\. 12, line 289: Can the authors please clarify why they chose the specific IOIs. It is not clear to me why the critical IOIs are not symmetric around the in-phase critical IOI and why the authors choose such a long critical IOI (2050ms) that is more than 2 attentional cycles from the critical IOI. What were the expectations of the authors by chosing those IOIs?

p\. 13: comment: the difference in interaction results for experiment 2 and 3 might be driven by the large critical IOI of 2050ms as this IOI has a large hazard rate.

Fig. 2 irregular rhythm 250ms misses one y-axis number (0.25)

Fig. 4: it would be good if all subfigures are on the same scale (in particular the regular rhythm panels)

Fig 5: adjust the x-axis values to match the critical IOIs.
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Author response to Decision Letter 0

18 Feb 2020

We would like to thank the reviewers for the time and effort they invested in our manuscript. We appreciate the comments and advices given to us and we tried to address all of them.

Below is a detailed response to each comment made by each reviewer. Here, we would like to note two general points. First, we took this opportunity to improve the wording throughout the manuscript. Second, we found a small bug in our data processing code, and so we reanalysed all our data sets from scratch. Most critically, these reanalyses did not change the basic pattern of results reported in the original submission nor did they change the conclusions. Mostly, these reanalyses involved minor changes of the F and p values. However, it is important for us to note two changes: we realised that in the original analysis of Experiment 1 two participants were mistakenly included twice, hence, the corrected analysis of Experiment 1 includes 19 instead of 21 participants. Second, after fixing the bug, the rhythm x IOI interaction that was marginally significant for the SD parameter in Experiment 2 was no longer significant. Again this did not change the conclusions reached for this experiment in the original submission, because that marginal interaction did not follow the expected pattern of results, and therefore there and here we concluded that there are no evidence to support rhythm effect on SD.

Reviewer \#1:

The authors use a visual orientation task to test the role of temporal expectancies induced by a preceding rhythmic context. They also use a modelling technique to separate the contributions of guessing from the precision of the internal mental representation. In three experiments, the authors find no evidence for an enhancement for stimuli that conform to temporal expectancies. Instead, they report a more general effect of decreased guessing in a rhythmic (as opposed to irregular) context -- regardless of the timing of the target stimulus. I think this paper is a useful contribution to our understanding of temporal perception, particularly through using a different methodology which provides findings that converge with recent replication failures of temporal expectation profiles.

Comment: However, I also think that the contribution of the paper could be improved by relating to more of the relevant literature. The Bauer et al. (2015) paper is a good start, but there are many more papers that directly speak to this issue (e.g., Barnes & Johnston, 2010; Bermeitinger & Frings, 2015; Hickok, Farahbod, & Saberi, 2015; Kunert & Jongman, 2017; Miller, Carlson, & McAuley, 2013; Morillon, Schroeder, & Wyart, 2014; Morillon, Schroeder, Wyart, & Arnal, 2016; Prince & Sopp, 2019) in addition to a helpful review (Haegens & Zion Golumbic, 2018). It also would be good form to point the reader to the seminal papers on Dynamic Attending Theory (e.g., Jones, 1976; Jones & Boltz, 1989; Large & Jones, 1999) rather than only the 2002 article. I encourage the authors to explore this literature and incorporate material they find relevant.

Response: We thank again the reviewer for all these suggestions. Indeed, Bauer et al. (2015) is referred to on p. 18, and we added other papers from the reviewer's list of suggestions: Haegens & Zion Golumbic, 2018 is mentioned on p. 3, Miller et al., 2013 is mentioned on p. 6 and p. 18, and Bermeitinger & Frings, 2015; Kunert & Jongman, 2017; Prince & Sopp, 2019 are mentioned on p. 18. We also incorporated the mentioned references about the Dynamic Attending Theory (p. 3).

Otherwise I only have minor comments as detailed below.

Comment: Abstract: specify participant N for each experiment.

Response: Unfortunately we cannot add such specific details about the experiments to the abstract due to the limited allowed number of words  

Comment: Line 70: "the two tasks" -- did you mean "the two task types"?

Response: We added "types" (p. 4).

 

Comment: Line 82: APA nitpick -- "while" and "since" are temporal terms, not conjunctions

Response: Fixed.

 

Comment: Line 94: could you clarify what exactly you mean by the height of the distribution? How is this measured? Are there standard units you could refer to? I found this measure harder to grasp than the width (given that you specified it as SD).

Response: We apologize for not being clear enough. We now explain in the text that the g parameter (which is the height of the uniform distribution) reflects the proportion of trials, out of the total number of trials, in which the participant provided a random response (p. 5). Thus, if g=0.2 this means that on 20% of the trials the error is due to guessing.

Comment: Line 130: "data was" -- should be "were"

Response: Fixed.

Comment: Also, I'm a little uncomfortable with excluding data based on model convergence failure. Is there a more empirical performance-based measure that you can use to exclude data? Same issue for Experiment 3.

Response: A model failure to 'converge' means that the fitting procedure could not find model's parameters that provide good-enough fit to the data, and therefore aborted without providing parameters for the data. Because we are running the statistical analysis on these parameters, without parameters we cannot include the participants. It's similar to excluding participants who drop from the experiment before the end -- if we don't have data for them, we cannot include them. We elaborated the explanation that was already provided in the original version to ensure it is now clear (p. 7)

 

Comment: Line 173: delete "a" at end of line

Response: Fixed 

Comment: Line 223: this is quite a different IOI than Experiment 1, and much closer to the average spontaneous tapping rate (thus potentially making entrainment easier). Might be worth adding some justification of this design choice.

Response: We agree and we added this to the manuscript (p. 10-11)

 

Comment: Line 396: "examined" -- should be present tense

Response: Fixed  

Reviewer \#2:

In this study, the authors investigated whether entrainment to rhythms can modulate the quality of sensory representation. This is a nicely written paper with interesting results. I do not have any comments on the proposed experiments or analysis.  However, I believe it is important for authors to complement their discussion with the following points:

  Comment: 1) Can the task be influencing the results? As authors point out, the majority of results in entrainment use simple tasks, such as detection or discrimination tasks. Possibly, in the task authors used, the effect of entrainment can be smaller or even inexistent.

Response: We do not see how the task we have used could prevent the emergence of attentional entrainment to the rhythm. On the contrary, attentional effects are typically larger with more complex tasks.

Comment: 2) Whether the task can be too hard or too easy. The pattern of results suggests that participants are performing the task very well, with SD around 13 degrees. Could that be a possible reason for the lack of effects?

Response: The reviewer is only considering here 1 type of errors -- errors that reflect a non-precise encoding of the target. But there are also trials in which the participants are completely guessing. In Experiments 2 and 3 guessing rate was about 15% and 20 %, respectively. So, in addition to these trials, on trials in which they were not completely guessing (i.e., on the remaining 85% and 80% trials, respectively) they made errors with SD of about 13 deg. This leaves plenty of room for improvement due to entrainment, yet no such improvement was found.   

Reviewer \#3:

The current study investigated in three behavioural experiments, the influence of auditory rhythmic stimulation on visual perception. In all three experiments the authors compared the influence of a regular/irregular auditory sequence on visual target performance. While a blocked design employed in experiment 2 and 3 enhanced performance for rhythmic sequences, none of the three studies found an effect of in-phase target presentation.  Overall the methods are sound and the manuscript is well written. However, every so often there is a bit of clarification needed. Further, sometimes the motivation for the chosen parameters is not clear. Comments and suggestions are roughly listed in order of appearance within the manuscript  Major comments:  Comment: The introduction mainly focuses on attentional or neural entrainment studies in uni-modal, either auditory or visual, contexts. However, the task used in the current study is essentially a cross-modal task. It would be good to have some explicit motivation in the introduction for why an auditory rhythm should have an influence on visual target perception and in this study on visual working memory. Further, there are a few papers on cross-modal rhythms, which could be mentioned in the introduction, such as:  Miller et al., 2013: When What You Hear Influences When You See: Listening to an Auditory Rhythm Influences the Temporal Allocation of Visual Attention. Psychological Science, 24, 11-18. Escoffier, N. et al. (2015) Auditory rhythms entrain visual processes in the human brain: Evidence from evoked oscillations and event-related potentials. Neuroimage 111, 267--276. Barnhart, A.S. et al. (2018) Cross-modal attentional entrainment: Insights from magicians. Attention, Perception, Psychophysics. 80, 1240--1249.  Response: We added to the Introduction section a more elaborated description of the motivation for using a cross-modal design and we now refer to previous cross-modal studies (p. 5-6)

Comment: p. 9, line 198ff: "Perhaps these results are due to the mixed design employed here". This sentence is not entirely clear. First, the term mixed is a bit confounded with the mixed model used by the authors. Second, it is not mentioned in the procedure section of experiment 1 that the rhythmic and irregular trials were not presented in blocks and should be added.

Response: We are now explicitly stating in the procedure that the regular and irregular rhythms were mixed (line 172). Additionally, we elaborated the sentence referred to by the reviewer to ensure it is not confusing (p. 9-10).

Comment: Further, it is not clear whether rhythmic and irregular trials were presented interleaved or whether they were randomly chosen within each block. If the latter is true, the analysis could be potentially redone on trials that were preceded by rhythmic/irregular trials (if 2 or more rhythmic trials were presented in a row), which could substantiate the claim of the authors that the results are due to the "mixed" design.

Response: As indicated in our response to the previous comment, we now mention in 2 different places that rhythm type varied randomly within a block. We believe it will be hard, now, to miss this point. In any case, because Experiments 2 and 3 have a blocked design they provide a stronger test of this possibility than the analysis suggested here.

Comment: p. 11, line 255: "Instead, we found that the regular rhythm improved the quality of representation of the out of phase targets, but not that of the in-phase targets". The authors admit that this result is a bit puzzling given the premise of attentional entrainment. As a possible explanation the authors suggest temporal expectation. First, the reasoning of their explanation is not entirely clear and should be spelled out more clearly.

Response: As we detailed above, our corrected analysis indicated that the interaction referred to in this comment, which was marginally significant in our previous analysis, is not significant after the correction. Still, the pattern of results is similar to what we presented before (i.e., no specific advantage for the in-phase point in time), and therefore we still consider a similar explanation for this pattern. Following the reviewer's comment we elaborated the discussion of this topic and we believe it is clearer now (p. 12).

Comment: Second, another possible explanation might be that participants ignore input that is currently irrelevant (the rhythmic sequence) and focus solely on the critical IOIs. In that case the in-phase targets might be worse than the out of phase targets. See also: Devergie, A., et al. (2010). Effect of rhythmic attention on the segregation of interleaved melodies. J.Acoust.Soc.Am.128(1), EL1--EL7. Rimmele, J., et al. (2012). Age-related changes in the use of regular patterns for auditory scene analysis. Hear.Res.289(1-2),98--107. 

Response: In Experiments 2 and 3 we did find a general effect of rhythm; this suggests that our participants did not ignore the rhythms. Additionally, because all critical IOIs had an equal probability, we don't think we can claim that focusing on the critical IOI instead of the rhythm would benefit only the out-of-phase IOIs. Most critically, as can be seen in Fig 5b, performance is not particularly worse in the in-phase than out-of-phase conditions, only with this condition there is no 'regular' advantage. 

Comment: General discussion: as with the introduction it would be desirable that the authors discuss the results within a cross-modal context. It might be that the lack of in-phase behavioural enhancement is due to the fact that an auditory rhythm might not necessarily enhance visual perceptual performance per se.

Response: As we mentioned in our response to the previous comment, it is not the case that rhythm didn't affect performance at all. We did find a general effect of rhythm. Nevertheless, we did not find an effect of rhythm that is specific to the in-phase condition. We now added a discussion of cross-modal design as a possible explanation (p. 18).   

Minor comments:  Comment: p. 7, Procedure: What were the instructions for the participants (also for experiment 2 and 3)? Were the participants instructed to pay attention to the auditory streams and thus focus on the rhythmicity or were they instructed to focus on the visual task? Manipulating the attention to either the auditory or visual modality might have an impact on the results at hand.

Response: We now clarify in the Procedure section that no instructions were given regarding the rhythms to ensure we are measuring exogenous entrainment (p. 8). 

 Comment: p. 7, line 144: which type of headphones were used?

Response: Added   

Comment: p. 7, line 147: "(1°)". Can the authors clarify that they mean 1° of visual angle?

Response: Added 

 

Comment: p. 7, line 158: "...by a fixed IOI of 450ms." Was there are specific reason for using 450ms? Previous studies mainly used 500ms or 600ms (Jones et al., 2002; Bauer et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2013).

Response: There was no particular reason for using 450ms, but Experiments 2 and 3 had longer IOIs and no specific effect emerged for these IOIs. Moreover, Sanabria et al., (2011) reports a specific attentional effect with 450 ms, so the particular IOIs employed do not seem to be a critical factor. 

Comment: p. 8, line 168: "...540 trials of which 20% were catch trials...". It would be desirable to have the trial numbers for each critical IOI spelled out in the text. The same is true for experiment 2 and 3.

Response: Added.  

Comment: p. 9, line 215: "A total of 18 students...". Can the authors clarify why they choose a smaller sample size as compared to experiment 1?

Response: We aimed at a similar number of participants in all experiments. However, it is hard to control the exact final number of participants because some have too low performance (around chance) and some have noisy data and the modelling procedure of their data cannot converge. These participants need to be excluded. Also, because some students sign up to participate in an experiment but then don't show up, we always open few more slots for students to sign up for than what we actually want. So sometimes we end with few more participants than the aimed number. We don't exclude participants just because we slightly passed the number we aimed for.  

Comment: p. 9, line 223: "a fixed 650ms IOI". Can the authors please clarify why they chose a different IOI and critical IOIs as compared to experiment 1? Makes it harder to compare the results from both studies.

Response: We added an explanation for using different IOIs (p. 10-11). Basically we were trying to ensure the experimental setting is optimized for the emergence of a rhythm-induced attention allocation.

 

Comment: p. 12, Procedure: it is worth mentioning in the procedure section that the trials were again presented in blocks.

Response: Added.

  Comment: p. 12, line 289: Can the authors please clarify why they chose the specific IOIs. It is not clear to me why the critical IOIs are not symmetric around the in-phase critical IOI and why the authors choose such a long critical IOI (2050ms) that is more than 2 attentional cycles from the critical IOI. What were the expectations of the authors by chosing those IOIs?

Response: The rational for choosing these IOIs is described in details on p. 12 lines 272-281. In short, we were worried that the results of Experiment 2 were due to the fact that the in-phase IOI was also the mean IOI and that 3 critical IOIs are not enough.

  

Comment: p. 13: comment: the difference in interaction results for experiment 2 and 3 might be driven by the large critical IOI of 2050ms as this IOI has a large hazard rate.

Response: We don't think this is the case. As can be seen when comparing Figures 5b and 7b, the difference in the patterns of results lays in the short IOIs not long ones. That is, in both experiments, with the long IOI SD was smaller in the regular than irregular condition. In contrast, with the short IOI, in Experiment 2 SD was smaller in the regular than irregular condition and vice versa for Experiment 3.

  

Comment: Fig. 2 irregular rhythm 250ms misses one y-axis number (0.25)

Response: Fixed.

  

Comment: Fig. 4: it would be good if all subfigures are on the same scale (in particular the regular rhythm panels)

Response: Fixed.

 

Comment: Fig 5: adjust the x-axis values to match the critical IOIs.

Response: Because the differences between the different IOIs are not the same it's impossible to adjust the values of the x-axis to match all IOIs. We therefore chose the intervals between the x-axis values so that there will be a value at the most important IOI - the critical IOI (650).
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Dear Elbaz,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to PLOS ONE. After careful consideration, we feel that it has merit but does not fully meet PLOS ONE's publication criteria as it currently stands. Therefore, we invite you to submit a revised version of the manuscript that addresses the points raised during the review process. The reviewers felt that most of their comments were addressed, and the remaining comments are all fairly minor.

We would appreciate receiving your revised manuscript by Apr 24 2020 11:59PM. When you are ready to submit your revision, log on to <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/> and select the \'Submissions Needing Revision\' folder to locate your manuscript file.

If you would like to make changes to your financial disclosure, please include your updated statement in your cover letter.

To enhance the reproducibility of your results, we recommend that if applicable you deposit your laboratory protocols in protocols.io, where a protocol can be assigned its own identifier (DOI) such that it can be cited independently in the future. For instructions see: <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/submission-guidelines#loc-laboratory-protocols>

Please include the following items when submitting your revised manuscript:

A rebuttal letter that responds to each point raised by the academic editor and reviewer(s). This letter should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Response to Reviewers\'.A marked-up copy of your manuscript that highlights changes made to the original version. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Revised Manuscript with Track Changes\'.An unmarked version of your revised paper without tracked changes. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Manuscript\'.

Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out.

We look forward to receiving your revised manuscript.

Kind regards,

Jessica Adrienne Grahn

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE

\[Note: HTML markup is below. Please do not edit.\]

Reviewers\' comments:

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Author**

1\. If the authors have adequately addressed your comments raised in a previous round of review and you feel that this manuscript is now acceptable for publication, you may indicate that here to bypass the "Comments to the Author" section, enter your conflict of interest statement in the "Confidential to Editor" section, and submit your \"Accept\" recommendation.

Reviewer \#1: (No Response)

Reviewer \#2: All comments have been addressed

Reviewer \#3: (No Response)

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

2\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

3\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: I'm happy with the revisions to the paper. I have a few minor typographical/formatting comments below.

line 143: "due to a too noisy data" -- remove "a"

line 144: "analyses are conducted we had" -- add a comma after "conducted"

line 176: "50m" -- presumably this should be "50ms"

line 186: "trials with which" -- replace "with" with "in"

line 216: "with which rhythm type" -- replace "with" with "in"

page 11: be consistent with significant digits used to report p values

line 270: follow APA format for reporting F-scores below 1

line 455: "De la Rosa et al. \[53\] study" -- add "The" before "De la Rosa"

Reference section: a number of minor APA formatting issues here, presumably these will be addressed at the copy-editing stage

Reviewer \#2: (No Response)

Reviewer \#3: This is the first revision of a previously submitted manuscript. I have only a few minor remarks.

p\. 3, line 57 ff: "Based on such rhythm effects, the dynamic attending theory (DAT) suggests that entrainment to a rhythm reflects external rhythms driving internal oscillators leading to a narrower attentional focus with regular (isochronous) rhythms than with irregular (asynchronous) rhythms." This sentence is somewhat confusing and would benefit from rewriting.

p\. 6, line 117 ff: "For example, Miller, Carlson, and McAuley \[26\] have found that an auditory rhythm reduced saccade latency to a visual target and increased discrimination accuracy when target onset was in-phase with the rhythm." Maybe rephrase to "in-phase with the preceding auditory rhythm". In addition, it might be good to split the sentences into two sentences and mention more specifically that the visual target could occur either in-phase or out-phase.

p\. 18, line 432: "Still, such attentional effects may be less robust under cross-modal setting." It is not entirely clear what the authors would like to say with this sentence.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

7\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: No

Reviewer \#3: No

\[NOTE: If reviewer comments were submitted as an attachment file, they will be attached to this email and accessible via the submission site. Please log into your account, locate the manuscript record, and check for the action link \"View Attachments\". If this link does not appear, there are no attachment files to be viewed.\]

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com/>. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Registration is free. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>. Please note that Supporting Information files do not need this step.
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Author response to Decision Letter 1

17 Mar 2020

Response to reviewers

We would like to thank the reviewers once again for the time and effort they invested in our manuscript. We were happy to learn that only minor comments were left and we addressed all of them. Below is a detailed response to each comment made by each reviewer.

Reviewer \#1:

I'm happy with the revisions to the paper. I have a few minor typographical/formatting comments below.

line 143: "due to a too noisy data" -- remove "a"

line 144: "analyses are conducted we had" -- add a comma after "conducted"

line 176: "50m" -- presumably this should be "50ms"

line 186: "trials with which" -- replace "with" with "in"

line 216: "with which rhythm type" -- replace "with" with "in"

page 11: be consistent with significant digits used to report p values

line 270: follow APA format for reporting F-scores below 1

line 455: "De la Rosa et al. \[53\] study" -- add "The" before "De la Rosa"

Reference section: a number of minor APA formatting issues here, presumably these will be addressed at the copy-editing stage

Response: We fixed all of the above comments as suggested by the reviewer, apart for the comment about the format of the references. To the best of our understanding this format should be Vancouver not APA. We therefore left the references as they are.

Reviewer \#2: (No Response)

Reviewer \#3: This is the first revision of a previously submitted manuscript. I have only a few minor remarks.

p\. 3, line 57 ff: "Based on such rhythm effects, the dynamic attending theory (DAT) suggests that entrainment to a rhythm reflects external rhythms driving internal oscillators leading to a narrower attentional focus with regular (isochronous) rhythms than with irregular (asynchronous) rhythms." This sentence is somewhat confusing and would benefit from rewriting.

Response: We rephrased this sentence and split it into 2 sentences.

p\. 6, line 117 ff: "For example, Miller, Carlson, and McAuley \[26\] have found that an auditory rhythm reduced saccade latency to a visual target and increased discrimination accuracy when target onset was in-phase with the rhythm." Maybe rephrase to "in-phase with the preceding auditory rhythm". In addition, it might be good to split the sentences into two sentences and mention more specifically that the visual target could occur either in-phase or out-phase.

Response: Fixed

p\. 18, line 432: "Still, such attentional effects may be less robust under cross-modal setting." It is not entirely clear what the authors would like to say with this sentence.

Response: We added a sentence that clarify what we meant.
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Dear Dr. Elbaz,

We are pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been judged scientifically suitable for publication and will be formally accepted for publication once it complies with all outstanding technical requirements.

Within one week, you will receive an e-mail containing information on the amendments required prior to publication. When all required modifications have been addressed, you will receive a formal acceptance letter and your manuscript will proceed to our production department and be scheduled for publication.

Shortly after the formal acceptance letter is sent, an invoice for payment will follow. To ensure an efficient production and billing process, please log into Editorial Manager at <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/>, click the \"Update My Information\" link at the top of the page, and update your user information. If you have any billing related questions, please contact our Author Billing department directly at <authorbilling@plos.org>.

If your institution or institutions have a press office, please notify them about your upcoming paper to enable them to help maximize its impact. If they will be preparing press materials for this manuscript, you must inform our press team as soon as possible and no later than 48 hours after receiving the formal acceptance. Your manuscript will remain under strict press embargo until 2 pm Eastern Time on the date of publication. For more information, please contact <onepress@plos.org>.

With kind regards,

Jessica Adrienne Grahn

Academic Editor
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Dear Dr. Elbaz:

I am pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been deemed suitable for publication in PLOS ONE. Congratulations! Your manuscript is now with our production department.

If your institution or institutions have a press office, please notify them about your upcoming paper at this point, to enable them to help maximize its impact. If they will be preparing press materials for this manuscript, please inform our press team within the next 48 hours. Your manuscript will remain under strict press embargo until 2 pm Eastern Time on the date of publication. For more information please contact <onepress@plos.org>.

For any other questions or concerns, please email <plosone@plos.org>.

Thank you for submitting your work to PLOS ONE.

With kind regards,

PLOS ONE Editorial Office Staff

on behalf of

Dr Jessica Adrienne Grahn

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE
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